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Abstrat
We propose a novel experimental method to produe and detet weakly interat-
ing light vetor bosons using oherent proesses in refrative media. A light vetor
boson would be produed by a laser photon sattered at a plane interfae between
two media of dierent dieletri properties and will be onverted bak to photon
in the similar sattering proess. The eet depends strongly on the indies of re-
fration of the two media. If inident and reovered photons were traveling through
extremely high vauums, limits on the existene of several light vetor bosons ould
be substantially improved.
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The existene of weakly interating light bosons ould be of onsiderable signiane
in improving our understanding of many phenomena. For example, suh pseudosalar
partiles as axions [1℄ and majorons [2℄, ould make ontributions to the missing mass
of the universe and ould also be involved in explanations of possible neutrino masses.
Hypothetial spin 1 baryoni [3℄ and leptoni [4℄ photons are andidates to be the quanta of
any "fth" fore eld, and photon-paraphoton osillations [5℄ ould resolve the disrepany
between the observed osmi bakground and pure blakbody radiation [6℄. The disovery
of gravitons, tensor partiles with spin 2, or antigravitons, vetor partiles with spin 1,
would be partiularly exiting and would be fundamental in the onstrution of a quantum
theory of gravitation.
For the detetion of massless or nearly massless weakly interating light vetor bosons we
propose a novel experimental method based on oherent proesses in refrative media. The
behaviour of visible photons in refrative media is determined by Rayleigh sattering and
a Feynman diagram of this proess is shown in Fig. 1a. Rayleigh sattering is an elasti
proess and the total amplitude for the proess is a oherent sum of sattering amplitudes
on many sattering enters. In addition to the Rayleigh sattering there is also an elasti
proess in whih a photon is absorbed and a weakly interating light vetor boson is
emitted. A Feynman diagram for this proess is shown in Fig. 1b. Weakly interating
light spin 1 partiles are denoted with ξ. In refrative media the sattering amplitudes
for this proess also add oherently and the weakly interating vetor bosons behave like
photons in the sense that they are emitted in both diretions at the interfae between
two refrative media, the bakward emission orresponding to reetion and the forward
emission to refration.
We would like to alulate the intensities of reeted and refrated beams for the proesses
shown in Fig. 1. If afi is the sattering amplitude for a single satterer plaed at the origin
of a oordinate system then the sattering amplitude for a single satterer at an arbitrary
position ~r will be afi(~r) = afi exp(−i~q~r), where ~q = ~ki − ~kf is a vetorial hange of the
wave vetor. If the satterers are densely paked so that the average distane d between
two satterers satisfy the ondition qd ≪ 1, the total amplitude ould be obtained by
integrating ontributions from all satterers,
Afi = afi
∫
d3rN (~r) exp(−i~q~r) (1)
In relation (1) N (~r) is a realisti distribution of the satterer number density. For two
refrative media with well dened satterer number densities N and N ′, N (~r) ould be
represented with the well-known step funtion θ. If the plane surfae between two media is
in the x, y plane, than the density distributionN (~r) = Nθ(−z)+N ′θ(z) aquires onstant
values N for z < 0, and N ′ for z > 0. By integrating relation (1) and using well known
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representation of θ funtion
θ(α) =
1
2πi
+∞∫
−∞
exp(−iατ)
τ − iε
dτ (2)
we obtain the result
Afi = afii(2π)
2δ(qx)δ(qy)
N −N ′
qz
(3)
Wave numbers k and k′ must be evaluated for partiles in N and N ′ refrative media,
and not for partiles in free spae. For partiles of energy ω in media N the wave number
is k = (ω/c)n, where n = 1 + Nafi(0
o)/k2i is index of refration, afi(0
o) is the forward
sattering amplitude and ki is the wave number of partiles in free spae. Eq. (3) does
not depend on the type of partiles involved in the sattering proesses and will be the
basis of all our further investigations.
For photons we an obtain the reetion and Snell refration laws and also the reetion
and refration oeients P reflγ→γ and P
refr
γ→γ′ . We an extend this to the situation where
photons inident from medium N satter at the interfae between the N and N ′ media,
and both photons and weakly interating vetor bosons are emitted. For the proess in
whih weakly interating vetor bosons are emitted into medium N ′, in analogy with the
similar proess in onventional eletrodynamis, we dene the vetor boson refration
oeient
P refrγ→ξ′ =
kξ′z | A
refr
ξ′γ |
2
kγ′z | A
refr
γ′γ |
2 +kγz | A
refl
γγ |2 + kξ′z | A
refr
ξ′γ |
2 + kξz | A
refl
ξγ |
2
(4)
In Eq. (4) Areflγγ and A
refr
γ′γ are the total amplitudes for the reetion and refration of
the photon beam, and are obtained from Eq. (3) by inserting qz = 2kγ cos θi and qz =
kγ cos θi−kγ′ cos θγ′ , respetively. θi and θγ′ are the angles of inident and refrated photon
beams dened relatively to the normal on the plane surfae between two media. kγ and
kγ′ are wave numbers of photons in N and N
′
refrative media, and kγz and kγ′z are
their projetions on the z-axis. The total sattering amplitudes Areflξγ and A
refr
ξ′γ for the
proesses in whih weakly interating vetor bosons are emitted into N and N ′ refrative
media ould be obtained from Eq. (3) by inserting qz = kγcos θi − kξcos θξ and qz =
kγcos θi−kξ′cos θξ′, respetively. kξ and kξ′ are wave numbers of weakly interating vetor
bosons emitted at θξ and θξ′ angles into N and N
′
refrative media, and kξz and kξ′z are
their projetions on the z-axis.
The main results of our investigations will beome learer if we make some approximations
that will simplify Eq. (4). First we will assume that the rest masses of the weakly inter-
ating vetor bosons are very small ompared to their total energies. If we further assume
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that the angle of inidene θi ≈ 0o we eliminate the dependene of sattering amplitudes
afi on initial polarization and sattering angles. For the ratio of relevant sattering ampli-
tudes we an make a reasonably good approximation |aξγ|2/|aγγ|2 ≈ αξ/α << 1. In that
ase from Eqs. (3) and (4) we obtain
P refrγ→ξ′ ≈
(
αξ
α
)
4nγnξ′
(nγ − nξ′)2
(
nγ′ − nγ
nγ′ + nγ
)2
(5)
where nγ and nγ′ denote indies of refration for photons, and nξ′ for new vetor bosons,
respetively; αξ and α are dimensionless onstants of interation for new vetor bosons
and photons with eletrons, respetively.
From Eq. (5) we see that if photons were inident from the high vauum region, the
number of light vetor bosons produed in the sattering proess at the surfae between
two refrative media ould be very high, beause nξ′ ≈ 1 and therefore P
refr
γ→ξ′ ∝ 1/(nγ−1)
2
,
and for high vauum nγ ≈ 1. On the other hand the intensities of new vetor bosons
emitted in the reetion proesses are always by an approximate fator αξ/α lower than
the intensities of the reeted photons. Therefore we would be most interested in refration
proesses in whih photons are absorbed and new vetor bosons are emitted in the forward
diretion. Sensitivity of our experimental method is limited by the masses of light vetor
bosons produed in the sattering proess, beause for non-negligible masses the hange
of the z-omponent of the wave vetor is qz = kγz − kξ′z ≈ [nγ − 1 + (mξc2/Eγ)2/2] for
θi ≈ 0o sattering.
For the experimental investigations of weakly interating light vetor bosons we propose
the "shining light through the wall" type of experiment. The initial photon from the
laser is inident from the high vauum region and satters at a plane surfae of a thin
glass plate with an index of refration nγ′ for photons. The photon beam is then bloked
to eliminate everything exept the light vetor bosons, whih pass through beause of
their extremely weak interation with ordinary matter. The light boson then interats
at the surfae between another glass plate and the high vauum region to produe a
photon, whose detetion is the signal for the prodution of the light boson. A single
photon ounting system using a low noise photomultiplier ould be very eient for the
detetion of photons. The sensitivity of the system an be inreased if we use L and L′
glass plates in front and behind of the bloking piee. In order to minimize the absorption
of photons in the glass, the plates should be tilted at the Brewster angle. The expeted
number of photons reorded in the single photon ounting system will be
Nc = εLP
refr
γ→ξ′L
′P refrξ′→γNlaser (6)
where ε is the eieny of the photomultiplier, Nlaser is total number of photons emitted
from the laser during the experiment, and P refrξ′→γ is the oeient for the refration proess,
given by an expression similar to Eq. (5), in whih weakly interating vetor bosons
produe photons.
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To estimate the sensitivity of our experiment we will assume that the pulsed laser emits
the 532 nm wavelength photons with the total energy of 30 mJ per 10 nse width pulse
at the repetition rate of 20 Hz. We will further assume ε = 0.25, L = L′ = 1000,
nξ = nξ′ = 1,and nγ′ = 1.9. Index of refration nγ will be expressed as the funtion
of residual pressure in the experimental apparatus. Using oinidene tehniques we an
expet the bakground to be less than 10 ounts during 106 seonds of laser operation and
then from Eqs. (5) and (6) we easily alulate limits for αξ/α at dierent vauum values.
Results of our estimates are shown with the full line in Fig. 2.
Present limits for several weakly interating vetor bosons are also shown in Fig. 2. For
even modest vauums of ≈ 10−8 Torr the upper limits on oupling onstants for para-
photons [7℄ with rest masses of mΓ ≤ 10−7 eV ould be lowered by an enormous fator
of ≈ 1028. For very high vauums of ≈ 10−12 Torr, whih are still available in earth-
bound laboratories, the upper limit on oupling onstants for leptoni photons [8℄ ould
be improved by a fator of ≈ 104.
We have also made an estimate for deteting some possible gravitational eets. If a
gravity theory would allow the existene of a vetor eld then antigravitons [9℄, i.e. spin
1 gravitational eld quanta, ould be deteted in our apparatus. The probability that
the transition between the two eletron states will proeed by emission of gravitational,
rather than eletromagneti, radiation is typially of order αgrav/α ≈ Gm2/e2, where G
is gravitational onstant, and m and e are eletron mass and harge respetively. In that
ase antigravitons ould be deteted even at vauums of ≈ 10−8 Torr.
The authors gratefully aknowledge A. Per²in for many helpful disussions onerning
experimental realities, along with M. Stip£evi¢ and B.A. Logan. Early assistene of B.
Laki¢ is also aknowledged. This work was supported by the Ministry of Siene and
Tehnology of Croatia.
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Fig. 1. Feynmam diagrams for the elasti sattering of photons on atomi eletrons. ξ represents
weakly interating light bosons.
Fig. 2. Sensitivity of the proposed method for dierent vauum values; orresponding masses
of light bosons are shown on the upper sale of the x-axis. Shaded regions are exluded by the
experiments. Exlusion region for paraphotons was obtained from ref. [7℄. Upper limit on the
leptoni photon oupling onstant was taken from ref. [8℄.
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